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Abstract: This paper presents a multi-agent simulation that studies market based competition in a
multi-stage negotiation with both direct sales and intermediation, in the presence of cost-related
heterogeneity at the agent level. Producers sell their products according to an adaptive Q-learning strategy.
Product is sold to clients (small shops and consumers) according to two types of marketplaces, which are
characterized depending on whether they obtain the product from intermediaries or directly from producers.
The model is inspired by a networked market of perishable goods in Bogotá, Colombia. The results show
that, contingent upon unit transportation cost and producers’ learning rate, intermediation might lead to
greater traded quantities than sales through direct marketplaces, although erosion of intermediaries’ profits
might also become compromised. Thus, we conclude that intermediation could serve as a mechanism for
increasing market efficiency.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been growing worldwide interest on the supply chain of fresh
products, given its importance for the urban population. Some of the most common
characteristics in such supply chains are the huge losses of suitable foods for human
consumption throughout the handling procedures and high levels of intermediation that
increase the price of the product. This paper presents a computational model aimed to
study market-level effects of producers’ and sellers’ strategies in a supply chain of fresh
products. In principle, a socially desirable outcome might not only be reducing the role of
intermediation, but also assuring an equitable participation of all involved actors,
considering that these two concerns might be interdependent. A critical problem is the
presence of a noticeable cost heterogeneity among producers, which makes economies of
scale a factor of dominance in market operations and constitutes an impediment for small
producers to access the market. Nonetheless, any proposed mechanism, while
guarantying equal access, should not favor the small players to the point that their
incentives to seek cost efficiency be eroded. Therefore, throughout the paper, we
especially question if reducing intermediation is really desirable.
A proposed model that helps explore feasible alternatives of market operations should be
able to mimic relevant dynamic drivers, and not just resemble market-level implications
of equilibrium solutions (North et al., 2010) Therefore, we advocate for, and develop a
so-called, individual-based computational modeling approach. The model aims to
represent a set of interacting software agents, who would act on behalf of the users of the
above-mentioned platform and would execute the market transactions. We present an
agent-based model where several adaptive strategies (Ishibuchi, Sakamoto & Nakashima,
2001), embodied by the supply chain actors, are explored in order to understand
implication on market outcomes (e.g., price and profit levels). Adaptive strategies are
understood in the context of repeated interaction (Kirman & Friend, 2001) and under
several interaction structures (i.e. with different degrees of intermediation). The model
would allow understanding important tradeoffs between (i) access opportunities for
producers and overall cost efficiency of the whole supply chain, and between (ii)
considerations of different degrees of intermediation and feasibility of implementation of
them. The model is inspired by a networked market in one of the poorest areas of Bogotá,
Colombia, characterized by an active presence of intermediaries, and that possesses a
recently inaugurated by a not-yet fully functional logistics platform (i.e. direct
marketplace) that aims to counterbalance the effect of intermediation.

1.1. Background
Recent advances in Multi-Agent System (MAS) simulations have provided better insight
of complex processes in social sciences. MAS are appropriate for systems where
interactions, rather than the will of a single entity, define the behavior of the system itself.
The main characteristics of agents are autonomy, social ability, reactivity and proactivity.
Autonomy can be understood as the capability of making self-oriented decisions; social
ability is related to the inherent communication of the agents; reactivity is the ability to
adapt to changing environment and proactivity is defined as their goal oriented behavior.
A multi-agent agent comprises a collection of autonomous, goal oriented individuals who
interact among themselves and with the environment or outside world (Macal & North,
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2007). Each agent acts based on its behavior (Macal & North, 2007) that can be
summarized in three steps: Evaluation of both the agent status and the environment, (ii)
make and execute a decision and (iii) evaluation of the action taken and adjustment of the
decision rules according to the changes in the environment. Agents typically cooperate
with other agents in the case of common goals and negotiate when there exist conflicting
goals.
Other important issues related to MAS are: Continuous learning, acting under both
uncertainty and incomplete information, and performing in a dynamic scenario (Macal &
North, 2007). Multi-agent simulation has taken particular strength in supply chains with
decentralization and information asymmetry among its members. This is mainly because
the traditional models as discrete event simulation, mathematical modeling and system
dynamics, are limited and often unrealistic in such situations (Macal & North, 2007). The
original models of MAS in the supply chain were developed to study the problem of
coordination and integration. These works are mainly focused on the importance of
mitigating the impact of the demand variation amplification upstream the chain. This
phenomenon is the well-known "bullwhip effect" (Moyaux, Chaib-draa & D’Amours,
2003; Ahn & Lee, 2004; Cao & Leggio, 2008). MAS models for supply chains in
agriculture have been scarce. Such models have studied mainly problems of rural credit,
crop selection, land use, natural resource management, and irrigation, to say a few
(Barnauda, Bousquet & Trebuil, 2008.; Barreteau , Millier & Weber, 2004; Berger,
Schreinemachers & Woelcke, 2006; Berger et al., 2007; Goel, Zobel & Jones, 2005;
Schreinemachers & Berger, 2006).
Among the few projects involving MAS in agricultural supply chains, the CASA was one
of the first (Gerber & Klusch, 2002). This project involved the application of MAS to
support auctions, transportation, and other logistics services. Regarding multi-agent
communication, the literature presents several protocols that include bidding (i.e., the
contract net protocol), auctions (Wog & Fang, 2010), and bargaining (Fatima,
Wooldridge & Jennings, 2004; Mármol, Monroy & Rubiales, 2007). In all these cases the
negotiation objects (i.e. the products) and the deals (i.e., prices) are set by the agents
themselves. In other mechanisms such as market-based models, agents use auction-based
protocols for negotiation based on individual goals; prices however are set by the market
(Lee & Kim, 2008).

1.2. The model
The general proposed model consists of five types of agents: producers, intermediaries,
indirect marketplaces, direct marketplaces and buyers (small shops and consumers).
Producers sell their products to the intermediaries or direct distributors; intermediaries
buy from the producers and sell only to the indirect marketplaces which in turn sell to the
buyers; direct marketplaces buy from the producers and sell to buyers.

1.2.1. Assumptions
We assume that (i) there is only one product to trade, (ii) all agents are located at
predefined , locations, ((iii) in each round a producer sells its production to either
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one (and only one) intermediary or to one (only one) direct marketplace, whose trade
price is set according to a demand function, (iv) in each round an intermediary sells all
production he/she bought to one and only one indirect marketplace, whose trade price is
set according to a demand function, (v) not only are producer’s / buyer’s decisions
influenced by price, but also by distance, and (vi) the final price paid by buyers is a
mark-up price.

1.2.2. Parameters
We define the following parameters: = set of producers, = set of intermediaries, =
set of direct marketplaces,
= set of indirect marketplaces, = set of buyers, , =
distance between agent and agent ,
= cost of transport per unit of distance,
= unit production cost of producer , and
= quantity sold by producer . We also
make use of some coefficients to formulate the demand functions at the indirect and direct
marketplace locations ( , , , , , and ). We assume two distinct ranges of
, one for small producers and one for large producers, taking into account
values for
that small producers have higher production costs. Cost values are calibrated and drawn
according to uniform distributions that are built according to producers’ real data.

1.2.3. Variables
= binary variable that establishes if producer

sells to intermediary

= binary variable that establishes if producer

sells to direct marketplace

= binary variable that establishes if intermediary
= quantity bought by intermediary

sells to indirect marketplace

(from a subset of producers)

= quantity bought by direct marketplace

(from a subset of producers)

= quantity bought by indirect marketplace

(from a subset of intermediaries)

= profit of producer
= profit of intermediary
= profit of direct marketplace
= profit of indirect marketplace
= unit price paid by intermediary

(to all the producers he/she bought from)

= unit price paid by direct marketplace

(to all the producers he/she bought from)

= unit price paid by buyers who bought from direct marketplace
= unit price paid by indirect marketplace
from)

(to all the intermediaries he/she bought

= unit price paid by buyers who bought from indirect marketplace
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1.2.4. Equations
The following equations describe the trading process among producers, intermediaries,
indirect marketplaces, direct marketplaces, and buyers. At every time step, each producer
chooses either one intermediary or one direct marketplace:
1, ∀ ∈

(1)

Intermediaries sell to only one indirect marketplace:
1, ∀ ∈

(2)

Quantities bought by every intermediary , every direct marketplace and every indirect
∑
∑
∑
marketplace
are defined as
,
,
,
respectively. Profit calculations of producers, intermediaries, direct and indirect
marketplaces are defined as follows:

(3)

,∀ ∈ ,

,∀ ∈ ,

(4)

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that indirect and direct marketplaces offer a price to
buyers equal to a markup ( ) over costs,
1
and
1
, respectively. Every buyer
has a reservation price
, so that it is a
requirement that
and
, ∀ , in order to have
buyers participating. If indirect and direct marketplaces manage to sell everything they
have bought, their utility values would be computed according to the following equations:
,∀ ∈ ,

,∀

∈

(5)

.

(6)

However, such utility computations depend on comparisons with the reservation price of
each buyer, reason why traded quantities might be lower than
and
at every
time step. Thus, given the nature of perishable goods, we do not assume the existence of
inventories, which consequently implies that non-sold product is lost (while cost of it is
borne). We also assume that both producers and buyers follow an adaptive rule to select
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where to sell or where to buy. Producers use a Q-learning adaptive rule that allow them to
reinforce their choosing of intermediary / direct marketplace according to perceived
positive profits in previous rounds. At every time , every producer keeps a tracking
score labeled , ∈ ∪ (Ishibuchi, Sakamoto & Nakashima, 2001) and decides to
update its choosing of intermediary or direct marketplace according to the following
probability:
,

∑

∈ ∪

∈ ∪

,

,
∈ ∪

,

.

(7)

Q-related values are updated according to a learning rate that assimilates new
information, , so that ,
1
if
1, and ,
if
,
,
0. Similarly, buyers update their Q-related tracking scores of indirect and direct
marketplaces. However, following the Bogotá case, we assume the existence of only one
indirect marketplace and only one direct marketplace, and that buyers only buy one unit
every time step. Given such a binary choice for buyers, we set their tracking scores as
indirect, direct , according to
1
, ,
,
,
if buyer
buys from the indirect marketplace
,
(otherwise
), and
1
,
,
,
,
if buyer buys from the direct marketplace (otherwise
,
,
).
Thus,
given
such
a
binary
choice,
the
probabilities
to
buy
from
the
indirect
,
marketplace and from the direct marketplace are computed as
, /∑
, and
∑
/
,
respectively.
,
,
Prices at the intermediary, indirect and direct marketplaces are set according to linear
demand functions:
,∀ ∈ ,
,∀

∈

,∀ ∈ .

(8)
,

(9)
(10)

,
and
are set so that prices become zero when demand is
Coefficients
maximum (i.e., when demand is equal to ∑ ). For the sake of simplicity, we also
assume producers produce one unit of production every time step, so that
1, ∀ .

1.3. Background context
The modeled situation resembles the fresh food supply chain of Bogotá (Colombia) in
which farmers sell their products to intermediaries who in turn re-sell the product
throughout the city. There are several intermediation channels such as wholesalers, direct
sales, small shops, etc. where the product is sold to the final customer. However, most of
the trade of agricultural products is done through Corabastos, the largest wholesaler in
Bogotá, which is responsible for supplying the capital and much of the country. The food
prices there set the standards for trade nationwide. Intermediation levels are dissimilar but
6

h
pricess, end
on avverage the overall priice increasee is around 65 %. Due to these high
consuumers havee fewer oppoortunities too access quaality foods, especially in
i some marrginal
popuulations of Bogotá.
B
To deal
d with succh problem
ms, the Mayoor of Bogottá, implemented the Maaster Supplyy and
Foodd Security Plan (PMA
ASAB in Spanish) bacck in 20077, attemptinng a progreessive
transsformation of
o the food supply
s
systeem in the caapital to ensuure timely and
a uninterruupted
availlability of quality
q
at faair prices. A key pointt of the plaan was the establishmeent of
"Agrri-networks"" (a networrk of farmeers that orgganize foodd supplies inn and out of its
territtory by inteegrating thee managemeent of agriccultural, liveestock, and fish products to
consoolidate prodduction) annd "Nutri-neetworks" (nnetwork of small shopp owners) whose
w
objecctive is thee generationn of collective efficieencies in th
he supply chain.
c
Colleective
efficiiency of both Agri and
a
Nutri-n
networks, inn theory, would
w
theorretically acchieve
imprrovements inn transportaation, qualitty, packaginng, and gen
nerate econoomies of scaale to
ensurre their coompetitiveneess and suustainability. The tradee between Agri and Nutri
netw
works would
d be accompplished thoroough logistiics platform
ms strategicaally located in the
bounndaries of the
t city. Thhese two networks
n
w
would
be lin
nked througgh Internett thus
faciliitating order placementts and paym
ments.

Summary of
o results
1.4. S
Snappshots of thee model are illustrated in figure 1.

Figu
ure 1. Samp
ple snapshoots that illu
ustrate the market dyynamics. Th
he blue and
d red
squaares located
d in the middle
m
reprresent indirrect and direct
d
mark
ketplace aggents.
Greeen dots represent intermed
diaries. Coonnecting (blue) dots
d
to eeither
interrmediaries or the dirrect markeetplace rep
present pro
oducers. Su
uch connecctions
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establish who producers trade with. Unconnected agents (in blue, red, and black)
are buyers. Black-colored buyers are not able to buy since their reservation price
requirement is not met. Red buyers buy from the direct marketplace, while blues
ones buy from the indirect marketplace. Producers and buyers update their
choosing according to expectations based on past trading experience, which is
controlled by the Q-related scores.
Producers chose either one of the intermediaries or the direct marketplace as trading
partner. After profits have been realized, producers update their Q-related scores and
decide the next trading partner according to the probability distribution generated by the
Q-learning algorithm. Buyers behave in a rather similar fashion with regard to deciding
whether to buy from the indirect or the direct marketplace (recall that, unlike producers,
buyers face a binary choice). Profits of intermediaries and producers depend on distance
costs and market prices.
Figure 2 illustrates average indirect and direct marketplace prices according to variations
in the number of intermediaries (1, 5, 10) and the unit distance cost (0.01, 0.05, 0.10),
, , and
assuming a mid-value learning rate
0.5. We also assume values for
5,
15, and
). In the
to ensure that intermediaries’ profits are positive (
presence of one single intermediary, prices are not significantly affected when the unit
distance cost increases. However, increasing the number of intermediaries does reflect an
effect of unit distance cost variations: A high unit distance cost and a high number of
intermediaries forces the indirect marketplace price to be lower than the direct
marketplace price, thus increasing attractiveness of buyers to buy from the indirect
marketplace (recall that both indirect and direct marketplaces charge a markup over costs
to buyers). In the presence of high transportation costs, intermediation plays a moderating
role in relative price reduction in favor of the indirect marketplace.
Result 1: An increase of the number of intermediaries generates an indirect marketplace
price relatively lower than a direct marketplace price, as long as unit transportation cost is
high. This result implies that intermediation might increase market efficiency.
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Figure 2. Average behavior of indirect and direct marketplace trading prices,
and
respectively, according to variations in the number of intermediaries
and the cost of transport per unit of distance CT. Cyan shadows represent a one
standard variation.
Figure 3 depicts the average behavior of intermediaries’ profits at time t. Despite the
effects of increasing unit distance cost on the price intermediaries pay, unit distance cost
alone appear to have no negative effect on their profits. Instead, the presence of additional
intermediary agents heavily (and negatively) affects their profits.
Result 2: Increases of unit transportation cost alone have no significant effect on
intermediaries’ performance, but increases of the size of the intermediary agent
population negatively do.
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Figure 3. Average behavior of intermediaries’ most recent transaction profits
according to variations in the number of intermediaries and the cost of transport
per unit of distance CT. Cyan shadows represent a one standard variation.

Also, both the increase in unit transportation cost and the number of intermediaries have
an effect on indirect and direct marketplace quantities sold to buyers. Consistently with
what was observed in Figure 2, buyers decisively lean toward the indirect market when
both the intermediary population and the unit transportation cost are high. Market sizes
also tend to be more balanced when both unit transportation cost and intermediary
population are large, with respect to the case when both are small. See Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Average behavior of indirect and direct marketplace sold quantities to
buyers, according to variations in the number of intermediaries and the cost of
transport per unit of distance CT. Cyan shadows represent a one standard
variation.

A different set of scenarios was explored by changing the value of the Q-related updating
coefficient α (the learning rate). For that, we maintain a constant unit transportation cost
of 0.05. Figure 5 illustrates that a higher adaptive capacity of producers (i.e. a higher
value of α) coupled with a large intermediary population makes sales to intermediation
more attractive in terms of price, which means that producers’ strategic response to spot
market opportunities (either through intermediation or direct sale channels) also have an
impact on indirect market size increase.
Result 3: An increase of producers’ learning rate and the size of the intermediary
population bring on a reduction of the indirect marketplace price and a subsequent
(relative) increase of the indirect market size.
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Figure 5. Average behavior of indirect and direct marketplace trading prices,
and
respectively, according to variations in the number of intermediaries
and the learning rate ( ). Cyan shadows represent a one standard variation.

1.5. Concluding remarks
Networked markets are complex systems where important trade-offs need to be inspected
under the consideration of several contingent factors. Here, we have explored a simple
model inspired by a case study of a perishable good (fresh food) supply chain in Bogotá,
Colombia. Importantly, the model shows the important role of intermediation in
influencing prices, contingent on factors like transportation costs and producers’ ability
to strategically manage market alternatives.
Results also suggest that, when transportation unit cost is high, small producers face a
huge disadvantage to trade their products, which might place intermediaries as important
actors in balancing trading opportunities between large and small producers. A simple
way to inspect this is comparing the last (i.e. long-run) transaction profit distribution for
both large and small producers (See Figures 6 and 7). Although it appears that not all
small producers are benefited, some of them increase their profitability in the presence of
a higher intermediary group.
The bottom line is, intermediation might play a significant role in the presence of high
transportation costs since they partly absorb such costs, which might grant market access
to small producers. Although other aspects of intermediation not considered here might
dilute the benefits (e.g. market power through access), the presence of an intermediary set
of market actors might be an important factor to guarantee market access to a larger
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